Psychic Michael Mapes

Michael is considered to be one of the youngest practicing psychics in the world. Both a psychic
and a medium, Michael believes that he has an obligation to use his gifts to better not only the
lives of his clients but also society. Michael frequently works on criminal cases, investigates
hauntings, and works with different alternative health organizations.

My reading with Michael was more of a psychic reading than a mediumistic reading. He claims
to be able to both read auras clairvoyantly, as well as act as a medium channelling information
from both guides, pets and deceased loved ones. Michael proved to be a way above average
psychic by my standards. The information he gave about my past, my present situation, and
future events was all nearly 100% accurate. He is a medical intuitive, and was 100% accurate
on my present conditions. He told me what to expect in the next few months (and it was not
fun). He is one of the youngest psychics on this list, but is highly accurate.

Psychic Reading with Michael Mapes Michael was very easy to talk to. He is one of the
youngest psychics I have spoken with to date, but his spiritual maturity is immediately evident. I
put him in my top psychics list, because that's the way this particular reading turned out. He is
a medium as well, and he did also bring through my grandmother(s) briefly.

Michael formatted his readings in a nice easy to follow flow. First he does a personality reading,
then and intuitive medical scan, next future predictions, and after that if you have any guides or
deceased relatives, he will bring their messages through as well. Lastly, Michael encourages
you to have a list of questions for him at the end of the reading which he will gladly answer
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through his guides (or yours). Michael talks very fast. I could sense the reason he does this is
because he is trying to get the huge amount of information he receives across. I remember
being slightly embarrassed when he started on my personality. How could he have known the
things he did. I felt naked. He knew how my past relationships ended; he seemed to
understand the underlying cause of the images I created with regard to relationships. I couldn't
wait for him to move on to the next portion of the reading. I really did not want to hear these
things that were so true about me.

In retrospect, it was my favorite portion of the reading. His words haunted me because what he
said was so true. It forced me to look at these images, and begin to break them down so that
they would no longer have any control over me. It was truly healing psychic reading. Michael
told me that he saw a very stressful time ahead of me (April-May time frame) When I asked him
if it had to do with my job (we had the possibility of losing our government contract) he said no,
that it would be outside influences.

He went on to tell me that it would be more than one thing. It would be a lot off little things
happening all at once that would cause the majority of my stress. He said there was something
to do with someone owing me money as well. What?! First he berates me about my horrible
personality, and now he's telling me I am going to have a terrible next few months! Well, he did
say that my summer would be "considerably more relaxed." I did have a terrible spring. I had
two root canals, one of which became infected all the way into my jaw bone. I was in
excruciating pain because it happened on a Friday, and I couldn't get to my dentist until that
Monday.

A few days later my German neighbors called the police on me (they said I was tearing their
fence down). He had put up a new fence, and left the bolts sticking out 3-4 inches on my side,
which would have cut my dogs when they were walking past. I simply finished the job, and hack
sawed the ends off. It's a long story, but let's just say that German's can be a little uptight at
times and I had to get a lawyer. The IRS kept sending me mail telling me they didn't receive my
tax return. They owed me $20,000 from the previous year, and through April and May I tried to
get this cleared up so I could get my check. They eventually found my return and sent my
money in June.

My schedule at work changed so that I was now working the mid shift. That's midnight to 8 in
the morning. That was very stressful at first, although I like the shift now. By mid summer, I
had my check, all my root canals were done, the legal battle with the Germans is cleared up,
and I love my shift at work.
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Michael was pretty accurate about that stressful time. He said he saw me leaving Europe and
moving to California. There he said I would meet a sandy blond haired "M" name and fall in
love. Huh? That's exactly what psychic Jill Dahne said.

When Michael moved on to his intuitive medical reading (he scans your aura I guess) I was very
impressed. I have two medical conditions, both of which he could see in my aura. He said "I see
bones touching in the lower back / spine area." I do. I am a disabled veteran, and got out of
the military because of two herniated disks in my lower back. The last CAT scan I had, the
doctors told me that the disk was almost completely gone, and that the "bones were touching",
which was causing most of the pain. It's almost as if he had his own cat scanner. He revealed
exactly what the real CAT scan did and even diagnosed it word for word as my doctor did.
Unbelievable. Next he said he saw allot of red over my stomach area. I have acid reflux, which
is my other condition. I take Zantac daily (sometimes twice). I think the color red is an accurate
description of how I have felt woken out of a dead sleep with this kind of heart burn.

Next Michael moved on the the mediumistic portion of his reading. He said he got an immediate
connection to a grandmother on my mother's side. She is with me quite a bit and is "working
with me." What did that mean? He said her energy felt very motherly and loving. Then my
great grandmother came through (if you didn't read my bio, she's the woman who did a hands
on healing on me when I was a boy). He told me that she had healed much greater things than
what she healed me of. It was as if she said this to answer the questions I had since my early
childhood. How did Michael know this? The things they were telling him were all the important
things going on in my life. All the messages were warm and gentle and addressed my "right
now".

He gave many accurate details about our relationships in life but I won’t go into them all here.
The messages Michael brought through were right on the money. He is a true psychic medium
with a very powerful gift. His messages are given with healing in mind and I can honestly say
that the information he brought through has changed my life for the better. He brought things to
light that would have taken a lifetime of therapy to reveal.

Please Visit Michael's Site To Schedule a Reading
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